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to the environmental, diet and habit origins of malignant
diseases [21-23].

Abstract
Numerous theories and hypotheses are published about
the causes of cancer and its hallmarks. Two remarkable
principles were established and debated for a long time.
The first is the Warburg-effect, which based on
mitochondrial dysfunction, connected to the intensive
metabolic activity of the malignancy. The other is the
Szentgyorgyi’s effect which describes the malignancy by
changing of the cellular state (α ↔ β) explained by
evolutional biology and supported by definitely improved
dielectric properties of the malignant tissue from their
normal counterpart while these theories have stable
explanations, developed many controversies. Both are
partial of completely revised time-by-time, showing new
insights with new evidence as additions to these old
ideas. Our objective is to demonstrate connections
between these theories and start new considerations in
the actual debates.
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Introduction
Various theories and hypotheses are existing about the
cause and origin of cancer from ancient medicine to a long line
of new explanations. The advanced search for an answer was
started more than a century ago with virus concept [1,2]; the
genetic clues were later favoured [3,4], and the mutation
concepts became popular [5-7]. Recently, the immunedependences [8], and connections with wound-repair have
been intensively researched [9-13]. Despite the enormous
efforts, the cause of cancer remains open [14], with groups
trying to “fish” for the clue [15]. Despite even special
quantum-physical explanation [16], the recent studies do not
give a final solution [17,18]. The final explanation is missing,
but the hallmarks are well defined [19,20]. More studies turn

Most widely, cancer is believed to be an abnormal tissue
triggered by a gene mutation. However, the proto-oncogene
and the oncogene appear not only in cancerous cases [24], but
with pregnancy [25], with embryogenesis [26,27], with the
healing of wounds [28] and with the synthesis of growth
factors [29]. Oncogenes show a great variety of anti-apoptotic
functions with the cells taking part in the wound-healing [30].
To summarize, some oncogenic features appear in normal,
non-malignant cases, such as in growth and repair processes.
More cancer risk factors are associated with wound-like
conditions or chronic stresses and poisoning. For instance,
smoking cause’s chronic bronchitis and the risk factor can be
found with lung cancer, hepatitis and so on [31-34]. Nobel
laureate Albert Szentgyorgyi clearly described these
environmental points [35]: It is unimportant that the monkey
goes through the jungle; the important fact is that the jungle
goes through the monkey, in the form of nutrition, water, and
oxygen.
The appearance of the oncogene activity and the antiapoptotic functions is one of the most striking similarities
between cancerous and certain standard processes, for
example, growth, and repair. Since apoptosis is strongly
connected with the mitochondrion, just like the oxidative ATP
production, it can be suspected that functions of mitochondria
also degrade temporarily with the growth and repair
processes. The mode of the ATP production is also the starting
point of the century-old Warburg theory [36].
Warburg started his work with the energetics of malignant
growth. The cancerous tissue needs more energy than its
healthy counterpart, because of the permanent fission and
necessary amount of ATP for all steps to create daughter cells.
The difference between the energetics of the healthy and
malignant cells is that in malignancy, massive anaerobic
(fermentative) ATP production takes place in the cytosol, while
the aerobic process dominates in healthy cells. The cytosol
could produce two ATPs from a glucose molecule in very
simple steps, while the mitochondria produce 34 ATPs by the
complicated and time-consuming citrate cycle process. The
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transport processes are also crucial: the function of the
glucose, sodium, pyruvate and lactate, as well as the hydrogen
ion transporters, have to serve the actual energy-production
processes in time. These transports are also simpler in the case
of anaerobic compared to aerobic energizing procedures. Note
that this type of fermentative ATP production was
characteristic at the beginning of the development of life on
Earth. The early environment in our Globe lacked oxygen but
was presumably rich in geochemically-produced molecules;
producing ATP may have similarities to present-day forms of
fermentation.
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hindered by anaerobic glycolysis, it redirects pyruvate to
ineffective but chemically pure and indeed quick ATP
production. Warburg theory describes the lactate production
as dominant, regardless of the available oxygen. Normal,
healthy proliferative tissues have such processes too when the
mitochondria are functional at full capacity for oxidative
phosphorylation, but the increased demand is fulfilled by an
addition of simple glycolysis, (Figure 1) [45]. The
reprogramming process of the metabolic activity can be
measured on mitochondrial DNA somatic mutation [46].

Method
Warburg’s effect
Warburg explained definite metabolic differences between
the processes of malignant and healthy cells by the anaerobic
glycolysis Warburg. The anaerobic glycolysis is a more
intensive and simpler process to produce ATPs than the
complicated Kerbs-cycle via the mitochondria [37]. Warburg
stated the primary cause of cancer is a kind of mitochondrial
dysfunction. He meant that the glycolytic fermentation of
production of ATP energy molecules in the cells plays a
decisional part. The discovery of the accelerated glycolysis to
produce the ATP molecules was honored by Nobel-prize for
Warburg.
The theory was soon induced debate. The question is
immediate: is the shortage of the ATP due to the
underperforming mitochondria, so the cause of the cancer is
mitochondrial dysfunction or only a huge demand of ATP? The
unusually high request for ATP is much more than the actively
functioning mitochondria could provide for limited time
applications via anaerobic glycolysis. It is similar to the massive
sports activities when the aerobic process has a shortage of
energy supply, so anaerobic glycolysis is used temporarily
when the extreme load persists. This last supposes the
permanent activity of mitochondria, and the fermentative APT
production is the only addition to that. Is it the case in the
malignant cell as well?
Not everybody was convinced by cancer being caused by
damaged mitochondria [38,39]. It was found that cancer cells
are also able to oxidize glucose comparable to those of healthy
cells [40]. The argument reversed Warburg’s claim: cancer cells
have reduced mitochondrial activity due to the demand of
increased glycolytic flux, [41,42]. The relationship between the
opinions is similar to the apparent controversy of the chickenand-egg “paradox” [43]; whether mitochondrial dysfunction
decides the anaerobic glycolysis or reverse is valid: this
fermentative way suppresses mitochondrial functions. Both
models are supported by relevant data. The “enigma” of the
primacy of one of the processes is unsolved [44]. The fate of
pyruvate after the intake of glucose is the important process
and not the glucose utilization alone. The activity of pyruvate
kinase M2 is decisional. The reduced activity of this process
prefers the anaerobic phosphorylation, while the high activity
goes towards aerobic way [45]. The mitochondrial citric-cycle
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Figure 1 The fate of pyruvate among various conditions. The
extra amount of ATP produced by the fermentative way in
healthy conditions too, when the energy demand is
significant (e.g. in muscles during sporting activities). The
extra fermentation is only temporary, and after the
termination of load, aerobic phosphorylation becomes
dominant again.
The primary cause of cancer is anaerobic glycolysis stated by
Warburg, and the mutation of the genome is a consequence of
fermentative metabolism. His theory emphases the
mitochondrial dysfunction in the cause of cancer, supposing
that the malignant transformation produced by hypoxia.
The similarities of oncogenes’ activity and the anti-apoptotic
functions in cancer and various healthy processes (like growth
and reparation) are one of the most challenging facts in the
present research. Due to the apoptotic processes as well as
the oxidative ATP production, which are suppressed in
numerous growth and reparative processes, the function of
mitochondria degrades (at least temporarily). The observed
degradation of mitochondria is the reason for the renaissance
of Warburg’s theory, despite its controversial observations.
The mitochondrial connection of metabolism of tumours is
intensively investigated [47,48]. Warburg’s idea has since been
revised [49,50] having a renaissance nowadays [51], and
“returns in a New Theory of Cancer” [52], and new hypotheses
are born on this basis [53,54].
Questions arise about the hereditary of dysfunctionality: is
it stored in every mitochondrion, or the environmental
conditions causing their dysfunction? The inherited
dysfunction assumes the problem with the mitochondrion,
This article is available from: http://neoplasm.imedpub.com/
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while in the environmental cause with the cytosol and its
compartments (mainly the cytoskeleton and ER) of the host
cell.
If a cancerous cell separates then, other cancerous cells will
be created. Does it mean that dysfunctionality is hereditary?
Or are the environmental conditions hereditary?
The existence of mitochondria is common in most of the
eukaryotes [55]. Some mitochondria, as well as its location,
vary by cell type. The bean-like structure of mitochondria is
not autonomic, this forms dynamic network in most cells,
arranging a complex 3D branching with the cellular
cytoskeleton.
Mitochondria
are
distributed
along
microtubules, and their distribution is also correlated with the
endoplasmic reticulum [56]. The complex formation with
cytoskeleton regulates mitochondrial shape, and consequently,
it can affect the function too [57]. Different structures of the
mitochondrial network may manage a variety of physical,
chemical and signalling processes governing advantages or
disadvantages in the cellular function [58]. A single
mitochondrion is often found in unicellular organisms mostly
single mitochondrion serves the ATP production, but in the
cells of multicellular systems, numerous mitochondria help the
cellular functions. A huge number of mitochondria exist in
human liver cells (approx. 1000-2000), filling up 20% of the
entire cell volume and cooperatively working to serve the
hepatocellular ATP demand [59]. Even the otherwise similar
cells may vary substantially of their mitochondrial content,
together with their size and membrane potential, [60]. The
variation arises from uneven partitioning at cell division,
producing extrinsic differences in energy demand and supplied
cellular processes [61]. Interestingly, nestled mitochondria can
be found between myofibrils of the muscle [56].
Mitochondria respond to fundamental stresses, including
hypoxia, by changing their sub-cellular localization. The
definite hypoxic conditions ignite mitochondrial fragmentation
with spatial dynamics, and form perinuclear clustering [62,63].
Mitochondria relocate around the nuclei (Figure 2) [64].
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oncogenes…etc.) activate to create cells of the healthy
network, which will become tissues [25,66,67]. When, for
example, there is a wound and then healing starts: a platelet
closes the injured capillaries. T-cells, macrophages, and NKcells migrate to the injured tissue to remove the debris and the
injured cells. The T-cells, the monocytes and the macrophages
present growth- and repair factors [68-70]. The GR genes
activate the neighboring cells (bystander effect), which also
give out GR factors. The GR factors require stem cells from the
adjacent tissue and from the bone marrow to the edge of the
wound [71]. The healing is perfect when the GR genes turn off
or when the tumor suppressors turn on [72] and homeostasis
is re-established. In tumorous cases, this process never
finishes; the wound healing remains permanent [73].

Szentgyorgyi’s effect
Warburg recognized the excessive lactate generation of
cancer cells. This phenomenon is the simple unicellular
development. In this context, it looks like the evolutional
return to simpler life, and so cancer could be regarded as
“dismantling of multicellularity” [74]. This was the starting
point of Szentgyorgyi is an aetiological approach: the
disappearance of cellular collectivity [35]. He studied the
decisional role of the pyruvate metabolic pathways in
processes producing ATP. From this point of view, he
distinguished two different states of the cells. When the
fermentative processes are dominant in a cell, he denoted it
with the alpha (α)-state. Development of the life started when
the aggressive electron acceptor, the free oxygen, was not
present, [75]. This is a simple, primitive form of life could exist
at the beginning of evolution and the existing unicellular
objects characterized this period. The character of this state is
only replication, simple operating the living features;
developing of a complex network and process division was not
possible in this reproduction-oriented state. These cells are
competing for their individual demands; acting autonomously,
no cooperative communication is developed between the cells
in α-state.

The hypoxia-induced nuclear relocation of mitochondria is
associated with increased nuclear reactive oxygen species
(ROS) by the mitochondrial gene mutations, which can
suppress the electron flux and so increases the mitochondrial
ROS production [65]. This process targets gene (VEGF)
expression, suggesting that mitochondrial clustering may play
a role in allowing the ROS signal more directly to the nucleus.

The presence of free oxygen in the evolution process
changed the game of life. Cooperation of the individual cells
was promoted, a new state, the beta (β)-state of life was
developed. The presence of oxygen produced by the higher
value of electric charges, made possible to form unsaturated
proteins, which allowed more complex interactions. The
diversity of life had been started. The cells in β-state are
cooperatively connected, dividing the various tasks to optimize
the intake of nutrients, the adaptability of the environment
and the reproduction processes. The only multiplication in αstate became a complex diversity for optimal adjustment to
life, optimizing the energy consumption of the life-processes.
In this is a phase of evolution, avoid the poisoning direct
oxygen exposure mitochondria was integrated into the cell.
Mitochondria became the “power plant” of the cell, making
oxidative ATP production with a complicated cycle but in a
massive number of these energizing molecules.

In the phase of growing and reparation, the growth and
repair genes (GR genes: the oncogenes and the proto-

Szentgyorgyi [35] described the life evolution on a cellular
level with the interplay of α- and β-stages. The life of

Figure 2 Perinuclear relocalisation of mitochondria in
hypoxic conditions.

© Copyright iMedPub
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complexly organized living organisms based on their cells in βstate. The cell-division of this organism integrity became
controlled. Due to the cooperative intercellular forces are slack
in fission, there are inherent autonomic actions motivate the
cellular division. Its control is mandatory to keep the system
functional during the production daughter cells when a part of
the structure should be dissolved and rearranged. The cellular
status in the division is α-state, which locally terminates the
cooperative complexity.
The α-state is the minimal conditional status of life when
the cell completely concentrates on its fate. The complexity of
life could easily be transformed into this basic state when the
network is broken; the system becomes unstable, parallel with
the forming of independent stable cells in α-state [76]. The
cells in β-state are cooperative, energizing themselves with
oxidative metabolism provided by their mitochondria. Their
division should be strictly controlled by the networking cells
and dynamic processes.
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Normal cellular division (transforming locally the β-state to
α-state) could be regular and irregular, depending on the
reason which forcing it. Replacing the elder cells with young
daughter cells, maintaining the cellular homeostasis is a
regular process renewing the system working optimal,
changing the weak-points of the network. When the cellular
division is forced, constrained (e.g. reparations, woundhealing, even the embryonic development, etc.), the network
tries to re-establish the homeostatic situation, regulating the
processes with negative feedback control. Than α-state of cells
form again, cells in β-state try (at least partly) devoted to
producing the missing cells from the network, giving up their
collective behavior. The remaining part of the collective
network stabilizes the cooperative state and fixes the newborn cells from their α-state to β-state (Figure 3). The stability
is broken by fission of the individual cell and again it turns into
the α-state.

Figure 3 ß→α transition happens when the cell starts its division process. In this case, the dielectric constant (ε) and the
conductivity (σ) increases, and autonomy of the cell is created. When the fission is over, the normal collective function is reestablished by α→ßtransition. When any irregularities block this step, the cells remain in the α-state, and malignancy starts.

Discussion
The local circulatory disturbance causes permanent oxygen
deficiency, which activates the anaerobic ATP production of
the involved cells. This low-efficacy production should be
intensive enough to energize the higher demand of the
neoplasm. This increased transport intensity requests larger
active surface area at the plasma membrane. Enlarging the
active glycolytic transport could happen by broken celljunctions, increasing the effective glycolytic surface of the
membrane by free surfaces. This process blocks the natural
collective behaviour of the cells. The high metabolism of the
forming cancerous cluster forces the neighbouring cells
intensify their metabolic demand, (bystander effect) due to
the redirected glucose transport from the healthy to the
neoplasms. The anaerobe environment starts to be permanent
and enlarging dynamically. The lost junctional connections of

4

the cells create compulsory proliferation like Szentgyorgyi
described it with the α-state. This is a typical precancerous
state of the cluster of the involved cells.
In general, the higher energy-transport to an organ by sports
activity or by other temporary high load of the actual function
does not mean uncontrollable higher energy consumption of
the cells involved. The limit is the actual energy distribution of
the healthy transport network. The secondary network
(cellular connections) is responsible for the collective
organization of the cells in the organ. Consequently, the
blockage of this secondary network blocks the collective
behaviour too. The cancerous cells have mostly autonomic
character, and the consequence of this is their proliferative
behaviour.
The increase of the transport network is simple due to the
growing mass of the organ. The neo-angiogenesis formally
This article is available from: http://neoplasm.imedpub.com/
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satisfies the demand of the growth, which could be explained
by allometric evolution [77].
Due to the permanent hypoxic conditions, the blood tries to
buffer the situation (electrolyte homeostasis), its pH grows and
could deliver more oxygen than before. However, this extra
oxygen probably supports the cells at the peripheries of the
neoplasm, supplying the accelerated metabolism of the area.
The enhanced metabolic activity is a direct mechanism of the
growth of a neoplasm. The process will be soon anaerobic,
which according to the Occam-razor [78], could dominate the
metabolism by its simplicity compared to the more
complicated Krebs-cycle.

Transport properties
The control of the balance of β-and α-states acts probably
via the electromagnetic route [79]. The process to start
division and complete it by networking to the neighbors has
extreme energy needs. The transport of electrons in the
internal signal pathway of protons in most of the transports.
The electron is transferable in a chemical way; however, a fast
hydrogen transmitter with low dissipation is necessary. This
process is allowed by the structured water in the living state
[80], which is semi-crystalline [81].
Mitochondria are shielded against the direct oxygen flux by
the host cell. Its proper function supposes than an effective
proton transporter which transports the hydrogen from the
mitochondria to a more oxygen-rich part of the cell. The
effective proton transport is driven by the active proton pumps
energized by ATP (produced by mitochondria) as well. The
proton alone does not exist in aqua-solution, it associates with
a water molecule and could be transported only by a slow
diffusion to the proton pumps. Having quick, effective proton
transporter with small energy dissipation is necessary, which is
simply the ordered water [78], which could transport the
proton with high speed.
The monomer water molecule has a simple tetrahedron
structure, which is slightly asymmetric by the two proton
occupied positions and two lone pairs. However, the simple
water has a rather complex structure in the bulk conditions
[82,83]. The stochastic proton migration in hydrogen bonds
makes the bulky water collective, [81]. The solid water (ice)
has hydrogen-bridge connections over the entire volume [84].
The entire bridge bonded ice turns to water by the first kind of
phase transition, but only a fraction of the bridges broke,
about every seventh, which was approximated from the
evaporation and melting heat ratio (We≈2256 kJ/kg and
Wm≈334 kJ/kg). Remarkably, a high number of hydrogen
bridges exist even at the boiling point of water [85]. In fact, the
water is always a mixture of two phases [86,87]: disordered,
highly dynamic, mainly monomer and ordered, clustered ones
(the clusters could even have various structures, including an
entirely closed clathrate with icosahedral symmetry [88]. The
statistical, stochastic transformations of the phases make the
water complex. The simple bifurcative phenomenon (the
proton-chare is oscillating between the two possible positions)
of the hydrogen bridges. The charge transfer of such oscillating
bonds could be very different depending on the dwelling in the
© Copyright iMedPub
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different states (the oscillation in general chemical bonding
could be multi-state, not necessarily bifurcation only). The
generalized solution of the bifurcative phenomena in living
materials was worked out earlier, [77]. The ordered water was
supposed to account for as much as 50% of the total amount
of water in the living bodies [89], but the systematic
investigations showed more of it [90,91].
Rearranging the water structure requires energy [92]. The
energy intake took for the change of the structure, like the
way, when water boils, the energy is massively supplied into
the system, but the temperature is unchanged, fixed in 100°C.
This drastic change (phase transition) in the structure of water
modifies its physical properties (e.g. its dielectric constant)
without changing its composition. It is a microscopic
reordering in the water.
The hydrogen ion can be transported by hydrogen bridges.
This high-speed and low dissipation of the transport
propagation is based on Grotthuss-mechanism [93,94], where
the proton can tunnel (jump) from one water cluster to
another bridged by hydrogen bonds. The lifetime of H3O+
(hydronium ion) is rather small (~3·10-12s) so the speed of
proton transport by Grotthuss-mechanism is approximately
ten times higher than that by diffusion.
The Grotthuss-mechanism is, in fact, the propagation of
ionizing of a water molecule. The dissociation and
recombination steps are altered in “traveling”. The
recombination-dissipation is a quantum-mechanical process;
in principle, it is free of dissipation [95]. However, it has
temperature dependence, and the vector potential is also able
to modify the quantum states of the water [96,97], which
could modify the chain processes.
As a consequence of malignant changes, the metabolism
gradually favours the fermentation method (host cell performs
the task instead of the blocked mitochondria). The metabolism
is completed in the aqua-based electrolyte, and so its input
and end-products are ions. In one side the molecules are
involved in the oxidative cycle, like 6CO2+6H2O ↔ 12H+ +
6CO32-, while fermentation happens like 2CH3CHOHCOOH ↔
2CH3CHOHCOO- + 2H+. Equal proton production ensures the
inert electric state of the solution, which fulfilled by more
intensive fermentation and at the end the negative ions differ,
the rapid growth of complex lactate-ion concentration
increases its osmotic pressure. The unchanged pressure during
the reaction increases the dissolvent monomer water, solving
the ionic products in non-ordered water. Various malignancies
show the change of water clusters to disordered monomers
[98-100]. Consequently, the concentration of ordered water in
cancerous tissues is smaller than in their healthy counterpart.
This process weakens the networking signal between the
species and between the cells. The hydrogen ions have
reduced activity due to the weaker ionic transmitter. The
intracellular pH decreases together with the weakened proton
gradient in mitochondria, suppressing the efficacy of ATP
production. The membrane potential of mitochondria grows
trying to compensate the lowered proton-gradient. The higher
potential of mitochondrial membrane lowers its permeability,
decreases the mitochondrial permeability transition (MPT).
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The process decreases the apoptotic availability where MPT
has a crucial role, [101,102] Indeed, cancerous cells have high
mitochondrial membrane potential and low K-channel
expression [103]. The developed resistance to apoptosis
supports the ATP production by the fermentative way to
supply enough energy to the cell. Production of extra HSP
chaperone stress proteins induced by the increased free ion
concentration in the cytoplasm. This process also needs an
extra amount of ATP. The growing HSP protection is antiapoptotic, and on this way, a complete block of apoptosis
could be developed.
The processes are interconnected because the increase of
the fissionability lowers the membrane potential, which again
decreases the order of the water structure. The developing
disorder raises the dielectric permeability (εr) of the water
[35]. The higher εr effectively decreases the cell-cell adhesion,
creating a positive feedback loop causing the cell-division and
the uncontrolled proliferation [35]. It was detected as one of
the signs of the tumor by NMR. The observation is also proof
for Szentgyorgyi’s bioelectric considerations [104,105] of
cancer development.
The primary effect of the malignant deviations connected to
the changed metabolic pathways. The balance of the
phosphorylation and fermentative metabolism determines the
balance of the cellular collectively and cellular autonomy. The
cooperative or non-cooperative conditions balanced by the
energy exchange and signal transport between the cell and its
actual environment. The variation of the metabolic pathway
changes the intracellular transport too. Increased amount of
heat is liberated by intensive energy flux of the fermentative
metabolism, which builds up a temperature gradient between
the extra- and intracellular electrolytes. The growing
temperature could reach a critical threshold of the heat flow,
turning the heat-flow from conductive to convective [106],
which is the phenomenon of the Bernard instability [107]. The
ionic flows through the cellular membrane promoted by the
convective heat flow, which increases the intake of glucose.
This again supports the fermentative metabolism and changes
the intracellular circulations [108,109]. The mitochondrial
oxidative metabolism is down-regulated by these complex
processes.
The energy loss in optimal biochemical ATP production is
large. The glucose liberates 2881 kJ/mol in the
phosphorylation (aerobic) process, but the produced ATP is
only 1159 kJ/mol; the efficacy of the process is ≈ 40%. The
“missing” value (1722 kJ/mol) wasted by the non-used
chemical species and by the heat, which makes a body
temperature independent from its environment.
From an energetic point of view, high-intensity massproduction of ATP is necessary to fulfill the strong energy
demand of the permanent proliferation of malignant cells. The
higher metabolic rate could be routinely measured by positron
emission tomography (PET) [110]. The reaction rate of the
simple fermentative reaction could be 100 times quicker
(approximated from the positron annihilation data) [111] than
the oxidative way. However, the oxidative way has an at least
18 times higher efficacy due to the ATP amount at the end.
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The result is funny: the simple, primitive fermentative process
produces at the end six times more ATP during a given period
than its high efficacy, but there was too complicated an
oxidative counterpart, which is why the extreme situations
constrain the anaerobe metabolism. The balance is broken at
out of normal homeostasis situation. The glucose demand in
fermentation at a given time is higher by two orders of
magnitude than in oxidative phosphorylation. The high glucose
demand needs intensive glucose transport, as well as the endproduct (lactate) also has to be transported away. The low
efficacy of fermentation produces more heat in the lesion, and
the locally higher temperature promotes the diffusion
processes, as well as inducing higher blood perfusion and
easier permeability of the vessel walls.
The massive and speedy demand for energy (in fact
glucose), should be supported by the transport availabilities.
The intracellular transport has numerous restrictions of ATP
energy-transfer [112] also; the diffusion has very complex
heterogeneity in the cytosol, as described by Levy’s flight
[113]. The anomalous diffusion in the cytosol needs support
from the cytoskeleton, [114,115] which in the case of
proliferative conditions partly of completely collapsed [116].
Consequently, the demand for the massive energy supply from
mitochondria has numerous limitations, and in fact favours the
simple and extra speedy anaerobic glycolysis, which is directly
produced in the place where it is used, in the cytosol. A further
challenge for the transport is the collapse of the waterhydrogen-bridge network by the lowered membrane potential
of malignant cells. The missing Grotthuss mechanism, in this
case, limits the diffusivity of protons, and the disordered
electrolyte limits the diffusion of any ions [117].
The picture, however, is not as simple as it looks. Many
malignant tumors have massive aerobic, oxidative
phosphorylation in mitochondria, together with more or less
anaerobic ATP production as well. This apparent controversy
may be explained by differences in tumor size, hypoxia, and
the sequence of oncogenes activated [118]. This picture has a
similarity to sport medicine, when the prompt energy supply
to the muscles in the sprint-sports are solved by the anaerobic
fermentation [119]. However, when the extra need is over, the
normal aerobic function is re-established. In tumors, however,
the load and the consequent need for ATP is never terminated;
instead, it exponentially grows in time.

Generalisation
The simple comparison could be made between
Szentgyorgyi’s α- and β-states and Warburg’s metabolic
pathways approach. The electron transport and change of
electronic properties of the tissues supposed by Szentgyorgyi
in malignant transformation [35,120,121], and the
mitochondrial dysfunction proposed by Warburg [36,37], have
a common origin. The oxygen-deficiency and in consequence
the actual energy flow are in the center of both
considerations.
Szentgyorgyi’s
theory
α-states
well
corresponds with the dominance of the fermentative
metabolism in Warburg’s theory, while the normal
phosphorylation of mitochondria shows common with βThis article is available from: http://neoplasm.imedpub.com/
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states. The α-state prefers intensive anaerobic ATP production,
while β-state works with perfect mitochondrial function.
Cells in any stage work in both the possible glucose
utilization, only the dominance of activities defines their state.
The balance of the ATP production could be described by the
cell status of cooperativity (α ↔ β); or by the metabolic
process (anaerobic ↔ aerobic). Both formulae define what is
the acting the part of metabolic energizing (host-cell ↔
mitochondrion). The meaning of both theories expresses the
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actual energetic state of the cell. The energy flux and cooperability are tightly interrelated, the growing energy-flux
weakens the cellular cooperativity, makes the arrangement
more individual, autonomic. Oppositely, the low energy flux
creates cooperative cells which are forming complex,
sophisticated networks, and they are highly effective in their
energy production and their adaptation to changing
environmental conditions (Figure 4).

Figure 4 Instable, "bifurcation" situation of the new-born daughter cells.
The concentration of the components determines the
amount of dissolvent in the aqueous electrolytes of living
objects, promoted by the order-disorder transitions of the
cytoplasm as well as depend on the osmotic water flow
through the cell membrane. The outside stimuli inside
enrichment of a component could produce a misbalance of
ionic concentrations, which could be a constraint or a normal
aging process too.
The decisional order-disorder transformation of water
changes the diffusion of the hydrogen ions, which mirrored in
the dielectric constant of the medium [77]. The disorder
increases the dielectric constant of the aqueous solution,
increasing the ability of electrical isolation. On this way, the
promoted charge-division and the suppressed polymerization
activity creates positive feedback to the fermentation
processes. The actual balance of ATP production is broken, the
fermentation became important; the cell turns to α-state.
Usually, it is not a malignant transition, which happens with
any regular cell fission too. Fermentative ATP production
characterizes the "motherhood" of the cell in the division,
energizing the "delivery" of the daughter cells. The
"individualism" of the mother-cell is due to its extremely
increased energy demand during the fission process. However,
© Copyright iMedPub

after the creation of the daughter cells, the previous healthy
order should be re-established. The motherhood is in the
"infancy" of the evolution, having autonomy instead of
common networking. Their "infancy" at the start is standard
like the "babyhood" is normal after deliveries. However, it is
not normal when it is too long. The “babyhood” must be
transferred back to collective order after finishing the fission.
When the daughter cells do not find the way back to the cooperability, the cells are “frozen” in the uncontrolled
proliferative α-state. The frozen state is a defect of the
complex controlling mechanism [35], which correlates with the
single “renegade cell” concept [106], Weinberg describes
cancer as a long process to produce "a renegade cell" as an
ancestor of the billion-cell group called cancer. Epidemiological
research showed the complexity of the developing of cancer. It
is demonstrated on a statistical basis that at least five different
coincident mutations are involved in the development of
malignancy [67].
One of the driving forces to re-establish the β-state after the
division of the cell is the reduced demand of energy-flux.
During the cell-fission, tremendous energy should supply the
process, which spends to produce many proteins and other
cellular elements (lipids, enzymes, etc.). The conditions of α-
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state fit for this demand. When the fission finishes, the energy
consumption lowers but remains doubled compared to the
single original mother cell. The dissolvent capacity is enough
supplying the new cells. The overall loss of the cellular energy
demand acts like cooling phase transition from liquid to solid,
(disorder-order transition). Similar phase change happens in
this case as when the division was started, the only difference
is the opposite direction of the process. The proton bifurcation
in hydrogen-bridges reorganizes the order without opposing
driving force; even the neighboring environment supports this
arranging process.
The new-born cells are more negatively charged than the
host cells. This negative state vanishes by the gathering of the
elder cells in the collective network. After the cellular division,
the daughter cells separated. The larger overall membrane
surfaces of the separated volumes (double cells) limit the
intracellular dynamics and restructure it for the final
cytoskeletal form. The increased surface area down-regulates
the heat-flow through the cellular membrane and turns the
energy-exchange back from convective to the conductive [66].
The intensive diffusion of the large-molecule like glucose is not
supported ever more in the rearranged conductive situation,
so the slow but massive mitochondrial ATP production became
regular, the normal homeostatic conditions will dominate
again.
The repair mechanism could be blocked or limited. An
obvious reason could be the permanent irritation by a
mechanical, chemical or physical (e.g. ionization) factor.
However, in the case of any damage, some cells produce such
a functional state which repairs the actual dysfunction. The
growth- or repairing-phase special genes are activated to
produce such cells, which repair the damaged tissue [69,68].
Growth and reparative factors are released [71,72]. Protooncogenes became active in the area [122], collecting stem
cells to the wound [73], which are repaired by their
differentiation [123]. After the process, all of the activation
genes are down-regulated, or tumor suppressors are activated
[124], and the normal homeostasis became re-established. In
the cancerous state, the repair conditions are not blocked after
finishing the reparation process itself. Permanent reparation
demands depletion of the available stem cells [125,126], and
will be more emphasized the third way to repair: the protooncogenes are activated, and malignant transformation could
happen to induce clinical cancer [127]. The malignant
transformation of the wound makes secretion of protooncogenes [128-130], and intensive capture and stimulation of
the stem cells from other places [131,132], the cancer cells
produce repair [133,134], molecules increasing the stem-cell
concentration in the cancer tissue [135].
When an island is formed from the cells in the α-state in
healthy tissue, then current starts between the island and the
tissue inducing cell migration and proliferation. This current is
called the injury current [136]. The process is essential in
wound healing [137], and the current is gradually limited by
the healing wound. In the case of a cluster of cells in the αstate, it has positive feedback, increased by time, the grouping
of the new-born cells, having no possibility to neutralize
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themselves to the potential level of the normal surroundings.
This process never heals this “wound,” even the opposite, it
growths. This process has extra high energy demand, so the
massive ATP production of the fermentative way is preferred
and became irreversible in this stage.
The boundary of the cancerous tissue embedded in its
healthy neighborhood is not sharp and not well defined. The
smeared border of the cancerous tissue is also the boundary
of the different biological, chemical and electric processes, and
is the interface of special transports (Figure 5). The glucose
influx and lactate efflux are due to fermentation, which causes
low pH in the volume; while the injury current is due to charge
inhomogeneity. The high intensity of low efficacy fermentation
creates a higher temperature in the tumor than its
neighborhood, inducing heat-flow from the tumor.

Figure 5 The main transport processes in the neighborhood
of the tumor.
Despite the huge variety of tumors and healthy tissues, the
allometric scaling (biasing) [138] could be discussed in a
universal frame, [139], even on the subcellular energy
consumption as well as even the mitochondria and the
respiratory complexes [138]. Naturally, these differences are
not based on independent properties, their connections and
interactions are important governors over the process of the
expansion of tumor volume, their complexity controls the
dynamism and actual state of the malignancy. The interplay of
the conditions of ATP production and the polarization ability of
the cells are well connected with each other and with the
pattern forming of the developing structures [140,141]. The
method of ATP production influences the ionic concentration
and pH in the extracellular electrolyte, which naturally affects
the polarization properties of the media and interacts with the
decreased membrane potential of malignant cells while the
conductivity of the volume will also be modified. The diverging
scaling is connected to the high metabolic rate where the
scaling exponent approaches the unity which induces high
vascularisation and intensive cellular proliferation at the
frontiers of the different tissues. Due to the more negative
average charge of the malignant tissue, a definite fluctuation
of the electric field strength is also developed on the
boundaries of the tumor.
This article is available from: http://neoplasm.imedpub.com/
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The scaling exponents could follow changes in the metabolic
processes, [142]. The lowest average scaling exponent shows
the surface-volume ratio of ⅔. The dominantly anaerobic
metabolism of benthic invertebrates (n=215) have exponent
pmean=0.63 (near to ⅔), [143]. However the animals (n=496)
having dominantly mitochondrial ATP production have and
exponent pmean=0.74, (near to ¾), [140]. Moreover, the
scaling of the metabolic activity is different in mitochondrial or
non-mitochondrial metabolism. The normal mitochondrial
metabolism performs the Krebs cycle, and its scaling exponent
is well distributed around p=¾, [77,137], while the scaling
exponent of fermentative respiration is near to ⅔ [144].
Remarkably, the healthy mammalian cells and the
mitochondria that are 5 orders of magnitude lighter, as the
respiratory complexes (having further 5 orders of magnitude
less mass than mitochondria) are fit well on the allometric
scaling with ¾, [145].
A further interesting relation between energy flux and
cooperatively is that, in vitro, the specific metabolic rate in the
cultured cells (overall metabolic rate normalized on the actual
mass) is constant [146] no scaling could be introduced. In vitro
the practically infinite nutrients from the media electrolyte
keep the cells autonomic; they are in α-state.

Conclusion
Warburg’s effect fits well with Szentgyorgyi’s theory. The
dominance of anaerobic glycolysis in malignant cells
characteristic for the autonomous α-state, while the proper
mitochondrial function is connected to the collective β-states.
Central consideration of both principles is the extra energy
demand, which appears by quick and simple nonmitochondrial
ATP production and in consequences the autonomy of the cells
using this process. The phenomenon is like the increased ATP
supply of the heavy load of muscles in some sports; however,
that fermentative step is reversible, the ATP production will be
mitochondrial when the energy-demand turns back to normal.
This increased ATP production is not reversible in malignancy;
the proliferative cells remain in autonomy (α-state). In this
case, the lack of negative feedback (lowering the energy
consumption) is missing. The huge variety of disturbances
either genetic or environmental origin blocks the reversibility,
the demand for extra energy growths by continued
proliferation of cells.
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